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his issue of The Grapevine has no particular theme but features stories from
our congregation that we thought would be of interest to our readers. Two
stories did not make it into this issue due to pressure of time. We hope to

run them in the September issue.
If there are stories that you would like to share please submit them.
We also have the testimonials from our two baptismal candidates.
The Raisins section of The Grapevine is of interest to many. Please submit items
for that part of our newsletter.
Thank you and enjoy the summer.

Les and Rudy

A Minor Miracle
by Cornel Rempel

Specific concepts of religious belief can either benefit to us or harm us in critical moments in our
lives. Rudy Friesen asked me to submit a story that I shared in the Adult Sunday School series on
mental health. The story is one of many from my chaplaincy experience in which religious belief
stood in the way of healing or inner peace in the face of critical illness.
It was late afternoon that I was paged to the psychiatric unit at St. Boniface hospital and was
informed that one of the patient’s had refused to accept food or drink for several days. Religious
symbols visible on her night stand indicated that religion was an important part of her life. That
prompted the referral to the chaplain on the chance that she would respond and avoid having to
receive fluids and nourishment intravenously against her will.
The woman, age 60 or so, lay in a rigid posture on her bed with the covers tucked firmly under
her chin. She made no eye contact and I felt uncertain that a connection could be established.
However after introducing myself by name and role as chaplain and taking a seat at her bedside she
began to engage cautiously. When an acceptable level of trust had been established I addressed the
issue at hand. What follows is a summary of the interaction.
“I have been told that you have been leaving your meal trays untouched. I would be interested to
know why you are refusing to eat.”
She responded tersely, “I want to die.”
To dissuade her from her suicidal intent and attempt to persuade her to eat would have
reinforced her resistance, so I said, “Can you tell me what brings on your wish to die?”
To my surprise she said, “I want to die for Jesus.”
“And what prompts your desire to die for Jesus?”
“I want to die for Jesus because he died for me.”
“Why is it that Jesus died for you?”
“To save me from sin.”
“I sense that you are a deeply spiritual person but how would Jesus benefit from you dying for
him? Does Jesus need to be saved?”
That question startled her. She reflected on it in silence and pondered the irony of it. Based on
the religious items on her night stand it was evident that she affiliated with the Greek Orthodox
tradition in which the authority of the clergy is highly respected. So I asserted my ecclesiastical
authority saying,
“I am a minister of the Gospel and I assure you that Jesus does not want you to die for him, but to
live for him. When Jesus died he relied on his followers to carry on the work that he had begun. He
depends on us even today to fulfill his mission, not by dying but by living for him.”
She pondered that thought intently and then without a word, slowly swung her legs over the
edge of the bed and sat up, reached over to take the glass of juice from a tray and drank it in silence.
Then she said, “I would like to have my supper now.”
Without revealing my pleasant surprise, I said that I would ask a nurse to bring in a tray. But she
responded that she would like to eat in the small dining area located at the end of the hall. Since she
was in a somewhat weakened state for lack of nourishment and inactivity I assisted her to her feet
and offered my arm for support, escorting her to a table.
When I reported to a nurse that the patient was ready for her supper in the dining area she
asked, in astonishment, “What did you do?” I couldn’t take time to debrief because I was due to offer
the invocation at a hospital sponsored dinner downtown so I simply replied, “A minor miracle.” 
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I was a Hutterite for a week
by Maurice Hunsberger

Back in the seventies and eighties I was employed by a company that sold and installed livestock
equipment. If anyone was building a new barn for livestock production our company had all the
equipment for the job. In Manitoba the Hutterites produced almost 50% of all eggs, broilers and
hogs hence my involvement with them. In most colonies the minister, the treasurer and the farm
boss are in charge of absolutely everything. Whenever a line of livestock was expanding another
person was invited to the presentation meeting, ie. hog boss, cow boss, pig boss, etc.
John was the chicken boss and I got to know him and his family quite well. To this day we still
visit with this family. One day John said to me: "How often do you go to Saskatchewan and Alberta?"
"About one week a month, " I replied. "How would you like some company on one of your trips?" he
asked. I said I would be happy to take him along and "my company would pay for the room and the
gas anyway." "Ok" I replied, "I'll let you know when I'm going."
After he got permission from the minister he informed me that his brother-in-law Josh would
also like to go. Josh was the cow boss and he was thinking of building some new calf-barns and
would like to look at some new buildings. "Well" I said, "one or two of you doesn't make much
difference, but we'll have to share a room with two beds." "No problem," he said. The next week
John called again to say his sister Linda was getting married to Edwin from South Dakota. They
were having problems arranging a "honeymoon". Could they come with us? I said: "Hold your
horses! This trip is getting totally out of hand." Why would a new bride want to spend her
honeymoon with four guys looking at buildings and equipment? Besides, now, we were up to 5
people; food and lodging would be too expensive. I might have to abort the trip. "No, no, no, " said
John. "food and lodging won't cost you nuttin'. We will eat and sleep at colonies the whole trip."
Now I had completely lost control. This was no longer a sales trip. It was a promotional tour! “Ok,” I
said, "bring me a black hat, size 7 1/2 and I'll be a Hutterite for a week." (I already had long hair and
a full beard).
We planned to leave Sunday afternoon at 1:30. Right on time a van pulled up in front of our
house and five guys with 6 black hats emerged from the van. Edwin, the groom, decided to bring his
father Zack along, rather than his bride Linda. So, Regina here we come.
We arrived at a colony north of Regina around 8 pm. We gathered in a large room and as usual
around 30 people crowded in to see who the visitors were. I overheard one of the men asking John,
in German, who I was, how long I had known him, did his colony buy any equipment from me and
was I honest.
The next morning at 6:30 the wake-up bell rang loud and clear and 15 minutes later we were at
the breakfast table. Meals are eaten very quickly and quietly. By 7:15 the chicken boss said to me:
"Du, kum mit mich." I go with him to the chicken barn and see that he needs a new feed-bin and a
new flex-auger. "How much? I buy." So, back we go to the house and I'm writing up my first order at
8:00 am Monday morning!
After coffee break we head south-west to another colony and arrive just in time for lunch,
surprise, surprise! These guys all knew each other and had a great time visiting. I was informed that
they were planning a huge hog expansion for the next year. 3:00 pm found us on the road to
another colony where we spent the night. So far, so good, the black hat was working well. Tuesday
and Wednesday were the same as the previous day. Thursday after lunch at yet another colony I
said: "Ok, tonight's on me. We're going to Banff and we're going to go swimming in the Hot Springs."
We had a blast and we stayed in a motel that night! I asked them their preference for supper. "We
don't like eating in restaurants," they said. "Just get us two boxes of KFC and a box of beer and we'll
be happy." And, so was I!
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Friday and Saturday we Hutterited our way to Saskatoon. All the Hutterites in the area were
excited about an event that was happening at the Fairgrounds in Saskatoon. The event was a
tractor-pull. Of course we went! By 9:00 pm the event was over, and so was the week. "Where to
now?" I asked. Edwin, the new groom asked how far we were from home and how long would it
take to get there. I told him my record was 10 hours and with gaining an hour 9 hours at the best.
"Let's do it" he said. "I really want to get home!" So we took turns driving and arrived at their
colony near Anola as the breakfast bell tolled at 6 am.
I have been in sales most of my life. Many stories come to my mind as I reminisce. The week I
was a Hutterite rates somewhere closest to the top as far as sales, referrals and productivity goes,
as well as lasting friendships. 

How to keep milk ‘fresh’
by Eric Fast

From 1983-86 Kathy and I served with MCC in Nigeria. I was a high school teacher/principal in a
rural school and Kathy took care of three preschoolers and taught a Health Science’s class. Our
living conditions were rather simple to say the least; no electricity and no running water. Our water
consisted of students bringing buckets of dirty water from a shallow well on the school property
and dumping it into a tank at the back of our house. The dirt in the water would need a day to settle
before we could use it. At dusk, we’d light our kerosene bush lamps. Our small refrigerator ran on a
kerosene flame which constantly wanted to extinguish itself. It was basically three years of camping
with three preschoolers.
Feeding our young family was often a challenge as well in that we’d often experience shortages
of key food items such as milk. Our normal source of milk for the children was a powder whole-milk
called ‘Nido’. During one several month-stretch no Nido was to be found in the stores. We were
quite concerned that our children weren’t getting all the nutrition that they needed.
One Sunday after church, we were invited to friends for lunch who also had youngsters
somewhat the same age as our children. They served us the most delicious milk we could imagine.
It tasted so fresh. “Where did you get this unbelievable milk,” was our immediate question. Well,
they explained, “we got it from a local Fulani farmer – these are cattle people who migrate
seasonally from the Sahara Desert to the wetter South. They’ll be more than happy to sell you some.
Just bring a glass jar and they’ll provide.” “Great,” we exclaimed, “we have Fulani next door to us.
We’ll ask.” Next day we went to visit a nearby Fulani farmer, and he was more than happy to sell us
some of his fresh milk.
That same day we eagerly had a cup of this precious milk for supper. Hmmm, what a peculiar
taste. A taste that was completely foreign to our palate. The children didn’t seem to like it much
either. Kathy was determined not to give up on our new discovery. She decided to make chocolate
pudding with the milk. Nope, still this funny taste; porridge; nope,
cream-of- wheat pudding; nope; finally, a berry cheesecake; nope.
The taste persisted. Strangely enough, the Fulani milk never
seemed to curdle nor turn sour even though it could sit on the
counter in the tropical heat for days. We finally cancelled our
‘order for milk delivery’.
Several weeks later we again met our friends and explained to
them our unsatisfactory experience with Fulani milk and the weird
taste that just couldn’t be hidden even in our favourite desserts. A
look of horror spread over their faces, “Oh my goodness, we forgot
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to tell you. Traditionally, the Fulani put cow urine into their milk to preserve it. You need to tell
them that they should leave it out!”
This is the moment when Kathy and I personally decided to transition from milk to coffee. 

Connecting with People
by Peter Peters

Earl Martin is a veteran MCC international and national service worker. He also has a wonderful
gift for story telling that draws people’s attention. I had made arrangements for story telling visits
in several churches in northern Manitoba that included an April Saturday morning brunch at the
Flin Flon Mennonite Brethren church.
The Saturday morning brunch group was not very large - perhaps 25 people. There were only
two youth; the others were middle aged, with one grandmother. There was one aboriginal mother
with her three daughters aged 10, 12, Their body language told me that they were present as a
favor for their mother who otherwise would have needed to stay home. I really wondered how Earl
was going to catch the attention of this audience. I felt that the pancakes with syrup were going to
be the only worthwhile thing about this morning. Earl started very slowly and looked at each
person with a broad unforgettable smile. Then he asked several adults what they did in a mining
town like Flin Flon. He asked in such a way that made each of them want to share what life is like in
such a northern town. Earl accepted each of their contributions as a special gift because he said; he
had never been so far north to a mining community. At the end he was even able to get the three
girls tell him a little about themselves and their home on the edge of a reserve just outside the town.
I began to think that he was going to abandon talking about any overseas people. But he did! In
about fifteen minutes he told two stories of families in Viet Nam. He had their undivided attention
now and was later thanked profusely for coming. While we were in casual conversation, while some
of the people were cleaning up, the three girls waited patiently for their chance to ask a question.
Would we please come to their home and look at their place? Their mother was watching at the
back fully expecting us to decline the invitation. I could tell that Earl was eager to go and since we
had no pressing agenda, why not? I will never forget the happy jubilation of these children when we
agreed to come.
We followed the mother with her girls some two miles outside the town. It was a modest house
with a significant difference. It was a home on the edge of an Indian reserve with some distinctive
features. The home residence included a small barn to house a menagerie of animals; two goats,
some kittens, a small pony, some geese and chickens, rabbits and a dog. All of these animals were
pets and they were clean, well fed, certainly well cared for. The mother actually paid truckers to
bring in hay and other appropriate animal food for these animals. We caught the excitement and
enthusiasm of the girls as they explained their joys and delights of taking of care of all of these
animals. They told us stories and details about each of these animals. After some time, the mother
asked us to walk out with her unto the
middle of the small frozen lake nearby. The
Send in your stories, reflections, Raisins, etc to
sun was shining fully and the snow sparkled
Rudy Friesen or Les Zacharias
brilliantly. Here, in the middle of the day,
for the next issue of The Grapevine.
the mother proceeded to make a near
perfect imitation of a Canadian loon's cry.
Editors:
We heard the loon’s echoes reverberating
Rudy Friesen (rudynruth@mymts.net)
and were awed with the magic of the
Les Zacharias (lmzax5@gmail.com)
moment. Mother and daughters were
thrilled to be able to wow and mesmerize us
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with their stories and antics. It was a very special experience.
Now the mother started to open up and tell us some things about herself and her past. Her
Norwegian born husband had left her some time ago but she had the support of her family and the
memory of her grandfather and other significant ancestors. Her grandfather had been the chief and
acknowledged best hunter of Indians of this region in the 1920's. Since he knew this region well, he
had helped the HBM Company officials in land surveys when they set up the street lines for the
town. The mother herself had been in the last groups of students sent to the Indian girl's residential
school in Quapelle, Saskatchewan. She told us some amazing stories of how the girls tried to play
tricks with the nuns and about some of the repercussions that followed as a consequence. One her
story stands out in my memory now. Apparently the girls dared each other to sneak out of the
dorms during the day and go into town to play hooky from school. At night they would of course
need to come back and face consequences. One form of punishment would be given during their
common shower time. The nuns would instruct older or stronger girls to take a wet towel and snap
it on the buttocks of the showering girls. This mother maintained that in spite of the real pain of
such punishments, the excitement and the resulting cohesiveness among the girls made such
adventures well worth it. Mother told us that they tried it several times.
I asked Earl the next day about the secret of his ability to make every meeting and conversation
so exciting. He was quiet for a while pondering on how to answer this question. Finally he said that
he takes the words uttered at the time of Jesus’ baptism very personally. It is recorded in all of the
gospels. "This is my Son, whom I love; with him I am well pleased." "And" Earl added, "I feel that
way about every person I talk with. Somehow God's spirit frees up speech and wonderful
conversation follows in a serendipitous way. I merely enjoy the adventure."
I had learned an important lesson about human interactions. The trip had been eminently
worthwhile, but in a different manner to what I had planned.

Emotion or Reason
by Rudy Friesen

It happened in 1968 near Denver Colorado. The event was called a Mennonite Graduate Seminar
where grad students met for a week with Mennonite academics to discuss theology and ethics.
Things went as scheduled until the third evening. The program said ‘Poverty Tour’ and was
slated for 5:00 p.m.
Most of us had visions of touring low income areas of Denver and possibly discussing issues that
arise in those areas of the city.
Peter Ediger, one of the planners had a different idea. We, as participants in the seminar were to
be ‘the poor’. A school bus and driver had been hired, the side windows of the bus covered with
brown paper and a rope separated the front 4-5 row of seats from the back portion of the bus
representing the ‘poor’ section. We were crowded 3 to a seat in the back while John, a social worker
and Peter, representing an evangelical preacher started haranguing us.
‘You are poor because you have not taken advantage of work and education opportunities. You
are not blessed by God because you make bad life choices.’ They presented us with a multitude of
forms to complete if we wanted food (remember this was supper time), proper shelter and even if
we had diuretic needs. The point was to demonstrate the indignity our systems heap upon the poor.
Some of the participants did not take well to this experiment and changed the ‘rules of
engagement’. A grad student, James (?) Peters, more daring and brave than the rest, figured out that
the symbol of control and power of this experiment was the keys to the bus. He challenged the rest
of us to rise up against the ‘tyranny’ of the system. We sat there as he climbed over us, broke
through the rope barrier and wrestled the keys of the bus from the driver, Jean.
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We were out in the country by this time. Everybody got out of the bus leaving the leaders
wondering what to do next. Any preaching and threats of police action were ignored. Tensions were
high.
A few sandwiches were provided but not enough for everyone.
Someone went to a farm house nearby and phoned Jean’s wife for another set of keys.
In 20 minutes Jean’s wife drove up in a station with new keys. Power and control shifted which
upset James. He began playing this ‘poor people vs the system’ game for real. He lay down in front
of the front wheel of the station wagon daring Jean’s wife, now an innocent player in this scenario,
to escalate the conflict. Jean’s wife who seemed very nervous and upset kept the doors and
windows of the wagon locked since, as she said later, ‘These people looked very hostile’. Several of
us fearing that she would actually drive over James yelled at her not to drive and moved to the rear
bumper hoping to lift the vehicle so she would spin out if she tried to drive away. This scared her
even more thinking we were planning to roll her car, etc.
After many tense minutes we finally convinced James to get out from under the station wagon.
Back in the bus, Peter, still role playing, began preaching at us telling us how ungrateful we were
and how God’s blessings would be withheld from us, etc. Several people asked the bus driver to
stop whereupon they got out deciding to walk back to the church rather than be subjected to more
verbal abuse. Others, in loud voices told Peter to stop this charade— the point had been made.
Back at the church a very vigorous discussion continued for two hours. The first issue was that
we had been misled. We had a right to know what was on the program. Secondly, the question
initiated by this experiment was: is human behaviour motivated and directed by emotion/feelings
or by reason. John Howard Yoder, one of the academics present was on the side of reason while
Peter and John argued for emotion and feelings.
Recently I ran across this quote from Karl Marx which for me sums up in part what we
experienced that night. ‘It is not the consciousness of men that determines their existence, but their
social existence that determines their consciousness.’
At the end of the week we parted as friends but this experience taught us things about
ourselves.

Testimonials
Shahid Khan and Hannah Guenther-Wexler were
baptized and accepted as members into our church on
Sunday, June 4.

Shahid Khan
In hindsight I suppose the underlying theme or
common thread running through my faith journey would
be a sort of inner restlessness or yearning for an image,
medium or master that could fill the void left by that
empty feeling of not being connected in any real,
experiential way to God. It’s a situation not unlike an
incomplete piece of music that needs to go somewhere
Shahid Kahn & Hannah Guentherbut where the resolution remains elusive. I see my
Wexler. Photo: Les Zacharias
confession and commitment to Christ through baptism as
the first step in filling that void and moving forward. It has taken me quite a while to get here, to
acknowledge my arrogance, and realize that the journey is not to be traversed alone.
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My early childhood was spent in three different countries
where I was exposed both to the core principles of my
inherited Islamic faith tradition and, almost in equal measure,
to the foundational story of the Christian faith. I'm not sure
what if anything I really believed at that time but I definitely
became aware of differences in the belief systems that I
would explore more fully at a future time. In later teenage
years I grew increasingly disillusioned with any form of
organized religion, particularly my own as it was commonly
practiced. I didn’t disbelieve in God entirely but found
traditional Qur’anic/ Old Testament like interpretation of the
Deity neither inspiring nor uplifting. I was more enthralled
with some interesting writers and artists I was discovering
whose genuine quest for truth was something that really
resonated with me.
After high school, harbouring perhaps a disproportionate amount of teenage angst, and with no
clear career goals in mind, I started a liberal arts program at the University of Winnipeg, majoring
in philosophy. Needless to say it didn’t lead to a dream job. It was fascinating to explore what
pivotal thinkers from the early Greeks to the nihilists had thought about metaphysics, ethics,
society, the nature of good and evil, suffering and the human soul. I found the Hellenistic approach
to finding truth through pure thought very interesting and, in many cases, logically sound but
ultimately incomplete. One cannot worship pure Being.
It was around this time that I stumbled across “The Perennial Philosophy” by Aldous Huxley.
This work proved to be a monumental influence in my faith journey and remains one of my
favourite books on religion. It is an anthology and commentary on insights from the mystics and the
best scholars of many cultures and traditions – Hindu, Islamic, Christian, Taoist, Buddhist to name
the main ones. Here for the first time I discovered a brilliant intellect who could incisively distill the
core elements of higher truth common to all religions in a manner that really made sense. A basic
thesis of this work is that an immanent and transcendent God can only be apprehended by those
who have fulfilled certain conditions – in essence, making themselves loving, pure in heart and poor
in spirit. I firmly believe this to be true.
Another huge influence in my faith journey from this period was the nineteenth century Russian
novelist, Fyodor Dostoevsky. As a novelist situated in troubled times he was firmly grounded in the
truth of the Gospels. An overarching theme that runs through all of his work is the Christian notion
of rebirth – that an individual must renounce their individuality to be spiritually resurrected in the
fullness of life.
At the end of the day I never ended up joining a mystic group or following any particular faith
practice or discipline. I have, however, tried in a general sense to keep the Perennial Philosophy in
perspective.
In recent years, the overwhelmingly positive atmosphere of CMU motivated an investigation into
the contemporary Mennonite/Anabaptist experience. Studying the Gospels in earnest as an older,
more mature individual I find my faith growing. I guess I’m now more open to the profound depth
and powerful implications of the message. When I was young I saw Christ simply from a historical
perspective – i.e. as a deeply inspired Galilean social and religious reformer who preached love and
kindness, and was crucified for challenging the established religious and political order of the day.
I’m now discovering that there is so much more to the story than such a superficial interpretation.
As the incarnate part of the Trinitarian God, the story moves altogether to another level. I
sometimes think I understand that beautiful explanation of spiritual rebirth given in John 3: 1-21. I
also believe that deep down Nicodemus got the message but lacked the courage to admit it.
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I don’t think a human being can truly not love Jesus if they open their hearts to him. Seen from
any perspective there is absolutely nothing to dislike about him. He does not go away and, in a
mysterious way, transforms into that missing image, the resolution, the Master.

Hannah Guenther-Wexler
Good morning, my name is Hannah Guenther-Wexler and I have attended Charleswood
Mennonite Church since I was a baby. I am currently in grade 12 at Westgate and I am graduating in
a few weeks.
I was born into a loving home to my parents Luise Guenther and Daniel Wexler. Faith has always
been important to me as I was raised to trust God and His path for my life. My faith journey began
with Bible stories read to me from an early age from my parents and grandparents. I was lucky to
be raised in a multi-faith family, further enriching my own understanding and faith journey. I
attended Sunday School and church from an early age and the church community has positively
enriched my life. My faith has always been an important guide on my journey and the choices I
make as I live as a follower of Christ.
A defining moment in my journey of faith was the passing of my Oma, Maria Guenther. Through
my struggle in mourning and grieving a significant loved one, my faith was strengthened as I placed
my trust in God during my confusion of His plan. I trusted the words of Proverb 3:5-6, “Trust in the
Lord with all your heart, and lean not on your own understanding; in all your ways acknowledge
Him, and He shall direct your paths”. I struggled with the loss of my Oma, but through God I found
hope.
During times of difficulty I have always felt God’s presence. I have experienced God’s work and
guidance in my life. I put my trust in Him always. I have learned along the way that God works in
mysterious ways. Often I have read Psalm 23 as it inspires me to trust God.
Psalm 23: A psalm of David
The Lord is my shepherd; I have all that I need.
He lets me rest in green meadows;
he leads me beside peaceful streams.
He renews my strength.
He guides me along right paths,
bringing honor to his name.
Even when I walk
through the darkest valley, I will not be afraid,
for you are close beside me. Your rod and your staff
protect and comfort me.
You prepare a feast for me
in the presence of my enemies.
You honor me by anointing my head with oil.
My cup overflows with blessings.
Surely your goodness and unfailing love will pursue me
all the days of my life,
and I will live in the house of the Lord
forever.
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Along with trust, I believe in living my life how Jesus taught. His teachings guide my choices and
behaviour as I strive to live out what He preached and how He lived. Jesus inspires and motivates
me to follow His example. By being baptized today, I am making this commitment to live by Jesus’
teachings.
I feel that I am ready to be baptized. I am filled with joy to be standing up here today committing
to live my life as a follower of Christ as I place my trust in God’s journey for my life. I am happy to
live in fellowship with the members of this congregation as I continue to grow in my faith along the
way. As I begin my journey into adulthood, I will hold the commitments I made today close to my
heart. 

Raisins …
~ Sunday, June 4, Shahid Khan and Hannah
Guenther-Wexler were baptized and
accepted as members into our church. A
potluck lunch followed the morning service.

~ Sunday June 25 was a special day for some
of our church youth. Laurel Smith and Symo
Park received Bibles commemorating their
graduation from Grade Six. Kate Friesen,
Hannah Guenther-Wexler and Josh Fast
received mugs to celebrate their graduation
from Grade 12. All received best wishes and
blessings from the congregation.
~ The Birthday Group that has been
celebrating birthdays together for 43 years,
recently celebrating Mildred Schroeder’s 93rd.
Members are (see photo below; from left to
right): Susan Froese, Ruth Schroeder, Ruth
Friesen and Mildred Schroeder (seated).
Mary Martens was not able to attend. 
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